We consider an open quantum system for which only a subset of all possible transitions are accessible, while the remaining ones are hidden from direct observation. Using a modification of the notion of quantum jump trajectories we introduce the coarse-grained hidden entropy, which quantifies the entropy production in the hidden subsystem conditioned on our observations of the visible part. The entropy production consisting of the sum of visible and coarse-grained hidden entropy is shown to satisfy an integral fluctuations theorem. Depending on the nature of the continuously occurring measurement and feedback processes between the interacting subsystems, the visible entropy can take negative values in which case the hidden systems acts as a Maxwell's demon. Our results allow us to study quantum-mechanical effects in autonomous systems, such as the autonomous quantum Maxwell's demon we introduce as an illustrative example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamics is one of the oldest and most well established areas of physics [1, 2] , and despite its long history it is still a very active field of research. In recent decades, one of the biggest breakthroughs in both classical and quantum non-equilibrium thermodynamics has been the discovery of fluctuation theorems (FTs), such as the celebrated Jarzynski [3] and Crooks [4] equalities. Fluctuation theorems are important mathematical tools linking very well understood (and idealized) equilibrium thermodynamics to the messier realities of nonequilibrium thermodynamics. They relate the probability of a process happening forwards in time with the probability of the reverse process, and form a generalization of one of the most fundamental laws in physics, the second law of thermodynamics [5] . Fluctuation theorems reveal the non-zero probability of the "time-reversal of an irreversible process", showing that entropy only increases on average, but can stochastically also decrease, especially in small systems.
Most of the recent advances were made largely thanks to the advent of stochastic thermodynamics [6] [7] [8] . This framework broadens our understanding of thermodynamic concepts from the level of ensemble averages to individual microscopic trajectories in phase space. Even more recently, the extension of stochastic thermodynamics from the classical to the quantum regime, chiefly based on the concept of quantum jump trajectories [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , has lead to new insights into the thermodynamic behaviour of quantum systems. These insights have also contributed to results capturing truly quantum effects, such as the thermodynamic role of entanglement and coherences [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , some of which are even within current experimental reach [28] .
Feedback control is another important idea which has recently received a great amount of interest, both in the classical [7, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] as well as the quantum regimes [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Feedback control refers to performing measurements of a systems during a given protocol and then altering the remaining protocol based on the measurement outcome. In this way, it provides a useful tool to achieve the desired dynamics in small thermodynamic systems.
Both fluctuation theorems and feedback control are well established in classical thermodynamics (although many open questions still remain), but much less is known about them in the quantum setting. One unsolved problem relates to fluctuation theorems for autonomous quantum systems [40] [41] [42] [43] . Currently, most quantum fluctuation theorems and feedback control protocols assume some kind of external control. Physically, this implies that there has to be a classical external system which is not part of the quantum description but which interacts with the quantum systems. Because this external system is not a part of the explicit quantum framework, it can neither develop correlations with the other systems, suffer from degradations, nor exhibit any other quantum effects. Such a treatment is justified if one assumes that this additional system is of macroscopic size, but this approach begins to fail as the auxiliary system itself gets smaller and quantum effects come into play. If we want to understand fully self-contained quantum machines which have a feedback controller embedded, an extension of current results is required.
This extension to autonomous quantum systems is the main aim of this article. Specifically we consider an open quantum system for which only a subset of its environmental interactions are experimentally accessible, similar to the classical setup discussed in [44, 45] . Having split the system into visible and hidden parts, we find a process that can be thought of as continuous measurement and feedback performed by each system on the other. We introduce a coarse-grained hidden entropy which quantifies the entropy production in the hidden part based on the knowledge of the visible part, and establish a fluctuarXiv:1609.08628v1 [quant-ph] 27 Sep 2016 ation theorem for the full system. We further show that the hidden system can act as an autonomous Maxwell's demon [7, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , inducing a negative heat flow in the visible system in seeming violation of the second law, which can be rectified by including the coarse-grained hidden entropy in the account of entropy.
This article is structured as follows: In section II we review the basic idea of quantum jump trajectories and the FT introduced in [14] . In section III we introduce a modified version of the quantum jump approach which is suitable to partially hidden dynamics, introduce the coarsegrained hidden entropy ∆σ Y , and establish the general FT. These abstract results are then applied in section IV to a simple but very informative toy model of two interacting qubits, one of which can act as a Maxwell's demon on the other. Finally we conclude with a discussion in section V.
II. QUANTUM JUMP TRAJECTORIES
The standard quantum jump (QJ) approach starts from one of the most universal description of the evolution of open quantum systems, the Lindblad master equatioṅ
where ρ is the state of the quantum system, H its Hamiltonian, and L k a set of Lindblad operators describing the dissipation due to interactions with the environment. Note that since our main interest is autonomous quantum systems, here and in the following we do not assume any time dependence in H or the L k , but all results easily generalize to time-dependent (i.e. non-autonomous) systems. The master equation (1) provides a description for the average evolution of a system coupled to an environment. We can go beyond this average description by choosing a particular unraveling of the master equation. The notion of unraveling has recently gained very physical meaning with advances in experimental techniques that allow us to perform precise measurements at the level of individual quantum trajectories [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . The Lindblad operators L k are in general not unique, but choosing a particular set of measurements fixes them, and thus the possible jumps induced in the system. Specifically, we consider a setup in which we monitor all the system's energy exchanges with its environment, so that each L k corresponds to an excitation or relaxation in the system, a quantum jump.
In the absence of any jump the system evolves according to the non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian
k L k which acts as the generator of the non-unitary evolution operator U eff (t) = exp(−iH eff t). If the systems starts in the state ρ(t) and we do not observe any jump for a time ∆t, the system evolves to
where the subscript nj stands for "no jump". This evolution contains both the free evolution due to H, as well as the correction to the free evolution due to our knowledge that no jump occurred. Due to its non-unitarity the map U ∆t is not trace-preserving, and the trace tr[ρ(t + ∆t)] encodes the probability that no jump takes place during the interval ∆t.
If on the other hand we do observe a jump in the short interval dt, corresponding to the operator L k , the state of the system is discontinuously changed to
As in the case of no jump, the trace of ρ k (t + dt) encodes the probability of the jump k happening in the interval dt,
Taking the ensemble average we get back to the original evolution predicted by the master equation, showing the consistency of the approach. However, beyond this the unraveling allows us to describe individual trajectories. Let us define the quantum jump trajectory τ := {|a ; (k 1 , t 1 ); ...; (k N , t N ); (|b , T )} where at time t = 0 we measure the system to be in state |a , then observe N consecutive jumps labelled by k n occurring at time t n , and finally at time T perform another measurement where we find the system in |b . Defining the time intervals ∆t n := t n+1 − t n , with t 0 := 0 and t N +1 := T , the probability of the particular trajectory τ conditioned on starting in state |a is given by consecutive application of evolutions U ∆tn and jumps J kn as
In order to establish a fluctuation theorem we also have to define a backward trajectoryτ corresponding to a timereversal of the trajectory τ . The Lindbland operators generally come in pairs, e.g. one corresponding to an excitation and one to a deexcitation. We denote the complementary operator of L k by Lk. As shown in [14] , these pairs satisfy a kind of operator version of the local detailed balance condition,
where ∆s k = −∆sk is the environmental entropy production associated with the jump k.
A jump k in the forward trajectory τ at time t has a conjugate jumpk at time T − t in the backward trajectoryτ . Further, denoting the anti-unitary timereversal operator by Θ, we have for the time-reversal of (time-independent) operatorsÕ := ΘOΘ −1 and states |ψ := Θ |ψ . The reverse trajectory conjugate to τ thus starts in the time-reversed final state |b , then proceeds in reverse order through the conjugate jumps, and finally ends in the time-reversed initial state |ã , i.e. τ = {|b ; (k N , T − t N ); ...; (k 1 , T − t 1 ); (|ã , T )}. Following the same reasoning as for the forward trajectory, we find for the probability of the backward trajectory conditioned on starting in the state |b
where in the second line we have used U eff (∆t) = ΘU † eff (∆t)Θ −1 and then cancelled all the time-reversal operators appearing in pairs ΘΘ −1 = 1, and in the final line we have employed the detailed balance Eq. (6). The quantity ∆s env (τ ) is the environmental entropy production associated with the full forward trajectory and is given by ∆s env (τ ) := N n=1 ∆s kn . Taking the ratio of Eqs. (5) and (7) it is trivial to arrive at the detailed fluctuation theorem
Finally, noting that the unconditional probability of the forward trajectory is P (τ ) = P (τ |a)P (a) and similarly for the backwards trajectory, we arrive after rearranging and summing over all τ at the integral fluctuation theorem (IFT)
where the total entropy production ∆s tot (τ ) = ∆s env (τ ) + ∆s sys (τ ) is the sum of the environmental entropy production associated with the trajectory, as well as the stochastic entropy change ∆s sys (τ ) = log P (b) − log P (a).
In the following section we will modify the ideas presented here in order to accommodate for a situation where part of the full trajectory is hidden, with a subset of the transitions, associated with a subset of the operators L k , being hidden from direct observation.
III. MODIFIED QJ APPROACH AND COARSE-GRAINED HIDDEN ENTROPY
In many systems we are not interested in all the possible transitions, such as in Maxwell's demon type setups which we will discuss in section IV. In other systems we are due to the systems' complexity experimentally restricted to only observing a certain subset of them [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] which we shall call visible transitions, with the remainder being referred to as hidden transitions. In this section we address the question of how we can describe such systems within the quantum jump framework, and what we can say about the entropy production associated with the hidden transitions which are not directly accessible to us.
In the following we will use X to refer to anything visible, while Y labels hidden properties. In line with this we split the Lindblad operators L k into two sets, a set of visible transitions {L k } k∈k X and a set of hidden transitions {L k } k∈k Y , such that {L k } k∈k X {L k } k∈k Y contains all possible transitions. One assumption we have to make in order for the following results to hold is that the splitting is such that it does not separate complementary transitions, i.e. if k is in k X (k Y ), thenk is also in k X (k Y ). If an excitation process is visible (hidden), the corresponding reverse process of de-excitation must also be visible (hidden). This assumption is satisfied in many realistic scenarios. If we for example monitor the photon exchange of a system with a bosonic bath, the complementary absorption and emission events are the visible transitions, whereas all other possible transitions of the system are hidden.
A visible trajectory is now described by τ X := {|a ; (k 1 , t 1 ); ...; (k M , t M ); (|b , T )} where all the k 1 , ..., k M (with M ≤ N ) are in k X . Note that we still assume the initial measurement revealing the state |a and the final measurement of state |b are performed on the full system, even if the splitting of the transitions into visible parts leads to a bipartite splitting in the states of the system, as is the case in the example in section IV and many other systems of interest (see e.g. [7] and references therein). In general, each visible trajectory τ X is compatible with multiple, in some cases infinitely many, hidden trajectories τ Y . However, the observed transitions in τ X still allows us to infer something about the likelihood of the different hidden trajectories and thus to make inferences about the entropy production in the hidden system conditioned on τ X . If for example two consecutive visible transitions k i and k i+1 both correspond to excitations in a two-level system, we know that in between these visible events some hidden transition(s) must have occurred that resulted in a de-excitation of the system. As noted by the authors in [26] , the baths in the quantum jump setting play a double role, exchanging energy with the systems but in the process also extracting information.
Let us briefly restate some ideas of the previous section. In between transitions (visible or hidden), the system freely evolves (non-unitarily) according to ρ nj (t + dt) = ρ(t) − i(H eff ρ(t) − ρ(t)H † eff )dt, as can be seen for example by expanding Eq. (2) to first order in dt, whereas a transition k results in the discontinuous jump to
with the probability of free evolution and each of the jumps being encoded in the traces of the respective states. Hence, if we do not know whether some of the transitions, namely the hidden subset labelled by k Y , have occurred or not, the system evolution is to the best of our knowledge given by a probabilistic mixture of free evolution and hidden transitions, ρ(t+dt) = ρ nj (t+dt)+ k∈k Y ρ k (t+dt) (keeping in mind that the respective probabilities are already contained in the non-normalised states themselves). This allows us to introduce an effective master equation describing the evolution in between visible jumpṡ
This non-trace-preserving effective master equation is equivalent to the full master equation but without the visible jumps in the final sum. The first term describes the free evolution as well as the correction based on our knowledge that no jump has taken place, whereas the second term describes the effect due to the possibility of hidden transitions occurring. In the following we will make use of a key identity from linear algebra,
, and ρ, where vec(·) refers to the vectorisation of an (n × m) matrix, i.e. stacking its columns on top of each other resulting in a vector of length nm. This allows us to move from Hilbert space to Liouville space where super-operators are represented by matrices acting on density operators represented by vectors. To simplify notation, we will denote the vectorised version of a density matrix ρ by |ρ := vec(ρ). Using the identity above we can transform the effective master equation (10) into the compact Liouville space form
where the superopetor matrix G is given by
accounting for the correction due to the no-jump knowledge, and
representing the hidden transitions. Eq. (11) can be solved to give the state of the system after an evolution of time ∆t without visible transition as |ρ(t + ∆t) = e G∆t |ρ(t) . Vectorising the action of a visible jump k in the interval dt we have the discontinuous change in the state vector
Considering the visible trajectory τ X we can now find the (non-normalised) state just before the final measurement at time T by starting from state |a (where we use the notation |a := vec(|a a|) for brevity) and then consecutively applying evolution operators e G∆ti followed by visible jumps J ki+1 . Specifically, we have
The top half of Fig. 1 shows an example evolution of the hidden part of the toy system we introduce in section IV, where visible and hidden transitions induce a bipartite splitting in the system. This hidden part is found by converting |ρ(t) back to the density matrix ρ(t) and then tracing over the visible subsystem ρ Y (t) = tr X [ρ(t)]. Note that while in the standard QJ approach pure states remain pure, this modified QJ approach leads in general to mixed states (or mixed states of sub-systems as in Fig. 1 where the FIG. 1. Hidden System Evolution. Example evolution of a hidden system Y conditioned on the visible forward trajectory τX (top) and corresponding backward trajectoryτX (bottom, note the reversal of the time axis). Observations of visible jumps lead to discontinuous back-actions in the hidden system. Note that in this modified QJ approach, the hidden system does in general not stay in a pure state as it would for a standard QJ trajectory. This specific example corresponds to the visible trajectory τX = {|g, 0 ; (k1 = 4, t1 = 0.9); (k2 = 1, t2 = 1.5); (k3 = 4, t3 = 2.4); (|e, 1 , T = 3)} with γX = 0.5 = γY and λ = 0 for the model introduced in section IV. In this example Y does not develop any coherences and its state conditioned on the knowledge of the visible trajectory is fully specified by the mixture of |0 and |1 shown above.
visible system remains pure throughout) due to the lack of knowledge of the hidden transitions.
Finally applying the measurement at time T which results in the outcome |b , we arrive at the probability of the visible trajectory τ X conditioned on starting in |a
Note that if all transitions are visible and none are hidden, Eq. (12) reduces to Eq. (5) with τ X = τ as would be expected, showing the consistency of the approach. Analogous to the considerations in the previous section, we define the complementary visible back-
Considering the time reversal of all the operators involved, we see that in the reverse process
Y play a similar role as G does for the forward process. Specifically, the probability of the visible backwards trajectory evaluates as
with ∆s env (τ X ) = M n=1 ∆s kn being the environmental entropy production associated with the visible transitions. Detailed derivations can be found in Appendix A, but here simply note that unless all transitions are visibleḠ † = G. Thus taking the ratio of the forward and backward probability, the operator expressions do not simply cancel and leave us with e −∆senv(τ X ) as in Eq. (8) (unless all transitions are visible, then we recover the previous result). Instead we arrive at a modified detailed fluctuation theorem
where we have introduced the new quantity
which we call the coarse-grained hidden entropy production of Y given the visible trajectory τ X . ∆σ Y (τ X ) quantifies the entropy production in the hidden part of the system based on the limited inference we can make from our observation of the visible part, and can take both positive and negative values. The ratio appearing in ∆σ Y (τ X ) can loosely be seen as the ratio of the densities of hidden trajectories τ Y given information provided by the visible forward trajectory τ X and visible backward trajectoryτ X respectively. As we will show in section IV, if τ X provides no information about the hidden system, ∆σ Y (τ X ) vanishes, whereas in cases where the visible trajectory allows for only one particular hidden trajectory τ Y , it reduces to the environmental entropy production ∆s env (τ Y ) of that specific trajectory. In all intermediate situations it provides a kind of coarse-graining over the possible environmental entropy productions, conditioned on our limited knowledge. It is generally non-zero if τ X reveals some forward-backward asymmetry in the compatible hidden trajectories.
In certain cases we can show explicitly that
which clearly shows the coarse-graining. We believe that Eq. (16) generally holds if the correct probabilities P (τ Y |τ X ) can be determined, but have only shown this explicitly for special cases (see section IV). Note that the entropy production ∆σ(τ X ) = ∆s env (τ X ) + ∆σ Y (τ X ) + ∆s sys (τ X ), where we have used σ instead of s to explicitly show that ∆σ(τ X ) contains a coarse-grained quantity, can be seen as an extension of the classical coarse-grained entropy productions presented in [32, 60] .
From Eq. (14) it straightforwardly follows that the entropy production ∆σ again satisfies an IFT
In the steady state, the average change in stochastic entropy vanishes, ∆s sys (τ X ) = 0, and using Jensen's inequality and the convexity of the exponential we obtain
A system qubit X and a demon qubit Y , each coupled to a hot and a cold reservoir, interact in such a way that the state of one system influences the reservoir coupling of the other system. Only the energy exchanges of X with its baths can be monitored, while the demon Y and its bath interactions are assumed to be not directly accessible to the experimenter.
the second-law like inequality
From this we see how the hidden transitions in Y can act as an autonomous Maxwell's demon if ∆σ Y (τ X ) > 0, feeding information into X, allowing it to seemingly violate the conventional second law. If on the other hand ∆s env (τ X ) > 0, the average hidden entropy often takes on a negative sign (see Figs. 6 and 7). Thus Eq. (18) in many cases gives a tighter bound than the conventional second law.
In the following section we will apply the general results to a simple but very illustrative model of a two qubit system.
IV. EXAMPLE: TWO QUBIT MAXWELL'S DEMON
Bipartite systems comprising two separate but interacting sub-systems are ubiquitous and of great interest, with numerous biological and artificial microscopic systems exhibiting a bipartite structure [7, 8, 34, 36, 61, 62] . A particularly interesting class of bipartite systems are autonomous Maxwell's demons, where one subsystem measures and performs feedback on the other subsystem allowing it to seemingly violate the second law, for example by inducing a heat flow from a cold to a hot bath.
Here we will illustrate our general results for the coarse-grained hidden entropy production using one of the simplest bipartite systems conceivable, two coupled two level systems. The basic setup, consisting of a system qubit X with states labelled by |g and |e , and a demon qubit Y with states |0 and |1 , is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The energy splitting of the two systems is assumed to be equal, given by the frequency ω 0 . The joint system living in the Hilbert space H = H X ⊗H Y has four states {|g, 0 , |g, 1 , |e, 0 , |e, 1 }, similar to the classical autonomous Maxwell's demons discussed in [7, 44] . The free Hamiltonian of the two qubits is given by H free = ω0 2 (σ z ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ σ z ). We further assume that the systems may interact via H int = λ |g, 1 e, 0| + |e, 0 g, 1| , which can generate correlations between the two sub-systems. Since [H int , H free ] = 0 the interaction is strictly energy conserving and we can unambiguously define local thermal states with respect to each system's free Hamiltonian.
Both qubits X and Y are coupled to two thermal baths, each to a bath at hot (inverse) temperatures β H X and β H Y , and to a bath at cold temperatures β C X and β C Y respectively. Crucially, the coupling between the qubits and their respective baths is not a simple direct coupling, but is influenced by the state of the other qubit, thus allowing one system to act as a Maxwell's demon for the other by performing autonomous and continuous measurement and feedback. If the demon is in state |0 (|1 ) we want the system to preferentially interact with its cold (hot) bath, and similarly if the system is in state |g (|e ) we want the demon to preferentially interact with its cold (hot) bath, with the undesired interactions suppressed by factors γ X , γ Y ∈ [0, 1] respectively. The resulting state and transition diagram is shown in Fig. 3 .
This conditioned bath coupling leads to a continuous information flow between the systems. The factors γ X and γ Y allow us to tune the strength of feedback, with γ X , γ Y = 0 being perfect feedback, and γ X , γ Y = 1 resulting in completely independent systems. As we increase γ X (γ Y ) from zero to unity, the system (demon) receives increasingly less information from the demon (system). Simultaneously, the demon's (system's) feedback on the system (demon) weakens. This illustrates the continuous process of mutual measurement and feedback and the resulting information flow in the autonomous system. Looking at Fig. 3 (greater temperature difference in the demon than the system) and γ X = 0 = γ Y (perfect feedback), the system will on average transition clockwise through the state diagram and we observe a negative heat flow from the system's cold bath to its hot bath, which is compensated by the positive heat flow through the demon.
The full system evolution including couplings to the four baths can be described by the Lindblad master equation (1) with jump operators
and
where σ + = |e g| and σ − = |g e| for the system, and similarly for the demon. As noted above, these operators come in pairs, odd subscripts labelling relaxations and even numbers excitations. The label pair (1, 2) corresponds to the system's hot bath, (3, 4) its cold bath, and similarly with (5, 6) and (7, 8) for the demon. The coupling strengths γ i are given by γ 1 = Γ H X (n H X + 1), γ 2 = Γ H Xn H X , and similar expressions for the other pairs. The factors Γ j i are the actual coupling strength to every bath (which we will in the remainder all set to unity for simplicity) andn
−1 is the mean occupation number of bath j ∈ (H, C) of system i ∈ (X, Y ). One can readily confirm that these Lindblad operators satisfy the operator detailed balance Eq. (6) with environmental entropy productions
for the system, and
for the demon. The Lindblad master equation (1) with jump operators (19) and (20) can be directly derived from a microscopic description of the four heat baths. In the absence of the coupling term proportional to λ the BornMarkov approximation on which the master equation is based holds unambiguously. For interacting composite systems, i.e. if λ = 0, the question whether this approximation is still accurate becomes more complicated (see e.g. [63] for a discussion of this issue), but for our purpose here, particularly for small λ, it does provide a sufficient approximation.
To get to the main aim of this article, the study of hidden entropy production, and to apply our general results, we now split the jump operators into a visible and a hidden set. The system transitions labelled by k X = {1, 2, 3, 4} are assumed to be experimentally accessible, whereas the demon transitions k Y = {5, 6, 7, 8} are inaccessible, and can at best only be (partially) inferred from observations of the visible transitions. Note that in this case the splitting into visible and hidden transitions also coincides with a splitting into visible and hidden systems. This bipartite splitting is satisfied in many real systems of interest, but is not necessary for the main results to hold. They are equally applicable if we for example assumed that only one of the four baths was hidden.
We can now consider the coarse-grained hidden entropy production in the demon ∆σ Y Eq. (15) and the IFT Eq. (17). We find three distinct regimes depending on the type of feedback, controlled by the parameters γ X and γ Y which we will discuss individually in the following.
A. Fully Reconstructible Hidden Trajectory
The simplest scenario is the regime of perfect feedback, when γ X = 0 = γ Y . In this regime each system is only coupled to a single bath at a time. Whether it is the hot or the cold bath depends on the state of the other system. Thus changing the state of one system acts as a perfect switch for the second system's bath coupling.
In this case knowing the visible trajectory τ X actually allows us to fully reconstruct the hidden trajectory as well (except for irrelevant transition times and transitions that cancel each other). In this case each of the possible transitions (both visible and hidden) connects a unique initial state with a unique end state, the jump operators all being of the form
. Thus we know exactly in which state each qubit was right before a visible transition and in which state it is right after the transition. If the end state of one visible transition is not the initial state of the consecutive transition, we know that a hidden transition must have occurred in between. Note that in principle any odd number of hidden transitions may have occurred, but the environmental entropy production for all of these cases is the same so we do not have to distinguish between them here. Similarly the case of no hidden transition and an even number of hidden back and forth transitions are equivalent here since The top half shows the case where both γX and γY are zero, corresponding to perfect feedback. In the lower half γY = 0.5 implying reduced feedback from the system to the demon (or equivalently reduced measurement of the system by the demon). Note that in both cases the backaction from the visible transition brings the demon back to a pure state (this is no longer true if γX > 0, c.f. Fig. 1 and Fig. 8 ). For γY = 0 (top) the knowledge of τX allows us to determine exactly which, if any, hidden transition must have occurred between visible jumps, and thus reconstruct a unique hidden trajectory τY . For γY > 0 (bottom) we still learn the states of the demon at the time of the visible transitions, but we can only probabilistically determine which hidden transitions occurred.
they all have zero environmental entropy production in the demon system. Given all this information we can fully and unambiguously determine the hidden trajectory τ Y and its associated hidden entropy production as the reconstructed environmental entropy production ∆s env (τ Y ) of the demon system, giving simply
without any coarse-graining taking place. The actual derivation of this result from Eq. (15) is given in Appendix B and also follows as a special case of Eq. (25) presented in the next subsection. The top half of Fig. 4 shows the reduced state of the demon during the visible trajectory τ X = {|g, 0 ; (k 1 = 4, t 1 = 0.9); (k 2 = 1, t 2 = 1.5); (k 3 = 4, t 3 = 2.4); (|e, 1 , T = 3)}. The bath temperatures here and in all the following explicit calculations were chosen to be β The probabilities
shown in between visible jumps in Fig. 4 denote the probability of the hidden transition k y having occurred in the interval between t j and t j+1 . Here |χ := |b ). We see that in this regime of optimal feedback we know that either no or one particular transition occurred and using Eqs. (22) can simply read off the total hidden entropy production, in this particular case ∆σ Y (τ X ) = ∆s 6 + ∆s 7 + ∆s 6 = 3.0.
The left hand side of Fig. 5 shows the distribution of visible entropy production ∆s env (τ X ), coarsegrained hidden entropy production ∆σ Y (τ X ), and combined entropy production ∆σ(τ X ) over 100,000 trajectories with T = 3 and the initial state |a sampled from the steady-state distribution over the states {|g, 0 , |g, 1 , |e, 0 , |e, 1 }. We clearly observe an average negative visible entropy production ∆s env (τ X ) < 0, i.e. heat being extracted from the system's cold bath and transferred to its hot bath, in seeming violation of the second law. Looking at the hidden entropy production we see that this violation is more than compensated by the demon such that the modified second law Eq. (18) which takes the feedback by the demon into account holds. We also see that the IFT Eq. (17) is satisfied as expected.
B. Reconstructible Hidden States
We next turn to the regime where γ X is still zero, but γ Y > 0. In this case the system jump operators (19) are still of the form L k ∝ |χ f k χ i k |, connecting a unique initial state with a unique final state, but the demon transitions (20) lose this definiteness, now linking multiple pairs of states. Hence, we still know the exact state of the joint system right before and after a visible transition, but if the visible trajectory reveals that hidden transitions must have taken place in between visible jumps, we can no longer be certain exactly which demon transition was responsible for the state change. If we for example consider the states |g, 0 and |g, 1 in Fig. 3 , they are now linked via hidden transitions via both of the demon's baths. Thus the feedback from the system on the demon is diminished, the system's state having a weaker influence on the demon's bath coupling. Or in other words the demon's ability to measure the state of the system diminishes, showing the complementarity of FIG. 5. Histograms of entropy production. Frequency of environmental visible entropy production ∆senv (green, top), coarse-grained hidden entropy production ∆σY (red, middle) and combined entropy production ∆σ (blue, bottom) for 100,000 trajectories. For γX = 0 = γY (a, left) the hidden trajectory is fully reconstructible and ∆σY can only take on additive values of the demon's environmental entropy productions, whereas for γX = 0.5 = γY (b, right) the hidden entropy can have any real value. On the left Y induces a negative heat flow in X on average, ∆senv < 0, truly acting as a Maxwell's demon, compensating with a larger positive entropy production ∆σY > − ∆senv . In both cases we see that the IFT is satisfied, exp(−∆σ) ≈ 1. measurement by one subsystem to feedback performed by the other subsystem in autonomous systems.
Using Eq. (24) we can calculate the relative probability p j ky of the hidden jump k y having occurred in the jth interval. The bottom half of Fig. 4 shows the reduced state of the demon and the hidden transition probabilities for the same sample trajectory τ X as discussed in the previous section, but with γ Y = 0.5.
In this regime the knowledge of the visible trajectory τ X does not allow us to fully reconstruct the hidden trajectory anymore since each τ X is compatible with multiple τ Y . We can thus no longer exactly infer the environmental entropy production in the hidden system. However, since we still precisely know the states at the times of hidden transitions and are thus able to calculate the probabilities of hidden transitions p j ky in each interval, we can use a kind of coarse-graining to make the best estimate of the hidden entropy production based on the information revealed by the visible trajectory. Specifically, we find that in this regime the general expression Eq. (15) for ∆σ Y reduces to
The proof is given in Appendix B. We see that Eq. (23) in the previous subsection is just a special case of (25) in which all but one p j k are zero during each interval j so that no coarse-graining takes place. Further note that we can obtain Eq. (16) by converting the sum over logarithms in (25) into a single logarithm and then finding the conditional probability over full hidden trajectories P (τ Y |τ X ) by multiplying the relevant probabilities p j k for each interval.
Applying this result to the trajectory in Fig. 4 we find ∆σ Y (τ X ) ≈ 0.225. Note that whereas in the case of perfect feedback ∆σ Y could only take on additive multiples of the actual environmental entropy productions in the demon, now the incomplete information flow leads to a coarse-grained mixture of these values.
C. Non-Reconstructible Hidden Trajectory
Let us finally consider the regime where γ X is also allowed to be non-zero, leading to non-optimal feedback from the demon on the system. In this case the visible transitions also connect multiple states of the joint system and the information provided by the visible trajectory only allows us to unambiguously determine the state of the system X, but no longer the demon Y . Fig.  1 clearly demonstrates this, where we have again used the same example visible trajectory τ X as in Fig. 4 . Opposed to the case of γ X = 0, the information provided by the observed jumps still leads to a back-action in the hidden system but not enough to project it into a definite pure state. Keeping the transition diagram Fig. 3 in mind, consider starting in the state |g, 0 . Before the first visible jump, the system may or may not undergo a hidden transition to |g, 1 . If the observed jump is now an excitation of the system with respect to its cold bath we can no longer be sure that the joint system remained in |g, 0 before the visible jump. Thus even after the jump we find ourselves in a mixture of |e, 0 and |e, 1 , only the visible system's state being unambiguously known.
Further, having the intervals between visible transitions bounded by well defined states allowed us to effectively treat each interval individually in the previous cases, and the exact timing of the visible transitions was irrelevant, only their order influenced the hidden entropy production. This is no longer the case when γ X > 0. We can no longer split the trajectory into independent intervals but have to consider the full trajectory including the precise timings to determine ∆σ Y . Considering again the scenario of starting in |g, 0 , if the visible jump   FIG. 6 . Average entropy production. Average values of environmental visible entropy production ∆senv (top), coarse-grained hidden entropy production ∆σY (middle) and combined entropy production ∆σ (bottom) for different values of γX and γY , averaged over 50,000 trajectories each. For strong feedback, i.e. small γX and γY , Y acts as a Maxwell's demon with ∆senv < 0, compensated by ∆σY > 0. In most regions where ∆senv > 0 on the other hand, ∆σY is slightly negative which leads to Eq. (18) giving a lower bound than the conventional second law applied to the visible system. As γX and γY approach unity the feedback becomes weaker, and at unity there is no information flowing between the systems, leading to vanishing hidden entropy ∆σY .
happens almost immediately we can be much more certain that the hidden system did not transition to |g, 1 in the interim than if a longer time had passed. Thus the mixture of |e, 0 and |e, 1 after the jump depends on the precise timing of the transition, which will further influence each future transition.
Another example illustrates how the revealed informa-tion depends on γ X and the precise visible transition. Before the visible jump we know we are in a mixture of |g, 0 and |g, 1 . Let us assume that γ X is small but non-zero. After an excitation of the system we will find ourselves in a mixture of |e, 0 and |e, 1 . If the excitation was with respect to the hot (cold) bath, we know that we can give relatively more weight to |e, 0 (|e, 1 ). At the other extreme when γ X → 1 there is no longer any feedback from the demon, and the system does not extract any information about the demon during the jump or cause any backaction on the demon state (as can also be seen by the fact that if γ X = 1, all system jump operators are of the form L k ∝ σ ± ⊗ 1), i.e. the jump does not reveal any new information about the state of the hidden demon. We believe that Eq. (16) for ∆σ Y still holds in this regime if one can determine the correct probabilities P (τ Y |τ X ) but have not shown this explicitly. Trying to apply a kind of Bayesian state updating similar to [64] and determining the probabilities in this way did not appear to give the correct result. In all explicit calculations we have used the general (but somewhat opaque) expression Eq. (15) which can be readily calculated and only depends on very few assumptions.
The right hand side of Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the visible, hidden and combined entropy productions for 100, 000 trajectories for γ X = 0.5 = γ Y . We note that in this regime of weaker feedback and restricted information flow, the visible entropy production is no longer negative, ∆s evn (τ X ) > 0. In fact the roles are somewhat reversed for this set of parameters with a slightly negative hidden entropy production on average. We note also that depending on the precise details of τ X , the hidden entropy can now assume any real value. Nevertheless, as expected the IFT Eq. (17) again holds with exp(−∆s env − ∆σ Y ) ≈ 1.
In Fig. 6 we show the average values of the three entropies for the full range of feedback parameters γ X and γ Y . We see that for the given model and parameters, only for small γ X and γ Y i.e. strong measurement and feedback in both directions, the hidden system acts as a Maxwell's demon, inducing a negative entropy production in the system. In this regime the large positive hidden entropy ∆σ Y more than compensates the negative visible entropy production. For certain intermediate values the role of demon is actually reversed with slightly negative hidden entropy production. This leads to Eq. (18) providing a tighter bound on the entropy production than we would get from simply applying the conventional second law to the visible system. Finally as γ X , γ Y → 1 and the systems become independent, we see that ∆σ Y vanishes since the visible trajectory gives us absolutely no information about the hidden system and we hence cannot make any inference regarding the hidden entropy. The bottom panel shows that the second law taking the hidden entropy into account is satisfied everywhere, ∆s env + ∆σ Y ≥ 0. Fig. 7 shows the same results as Fig. 6 , but only
Two regimes of feedback. Average values of environmental visible entropy production ∆senv (green), coarsegrained hidden entropy production ∆σY (red) and combined entropy production ∆σ (blue) for different values of γX = γY , averaged over 50,000 trajectories each. These curves correspond to the bottom-left to top-right diagonals of the plots in Fig. 6 . We can clearly observe a split into two regions. For strong feedback γX , γY 0.3 the hidden system acts as a Maxwell's demon which would lead to a violation of the second law naively applied to the visible entropy production only, ∆senv > 0. On the other hand for γX , γY 0.3 the hidden entropy production is negative, so that ∆σ > 0 provides a tighter bound than the conventional second law. In the limit of no feedback, γX , γY → 1, the hidden entropy vanishes and ∆σ = ∆senv so that the modified and standard second laws are equivalent.
for equal feedback parameters γ X = γ Y which allows for a better comparison of the three quantities, showing even more clearly how the modified second law ∆σ > 0 can either explain a seeming violation of the conventional second law or provide a tighter bound on the entropy production. We have not shown this in the figures, but we also confirmed that the IFT is indeed satisfied for the full range of feedback parameters.
D. Coupling of the Degenerate States
We have so far mostly ignored the direct interaction term in the Hamiltonian proportional to λ and have set λ = 0 for all explicit numerical results presented. Let us here briefly remark on the case of λ > 0. In the case of γ X = 0 the simple results Eqs. (23) and (25) (24) to calculate the probabilities of hidden transition. Note however that while the entropy production takes the same form, λ > 0 changes the probabilities of certain trajectories and enables some previously forbidden trajectories such as τ X = {|e, 0 , (|g, 1 → |e, 1 , t 1 ), (|e, 0 , T )}. In this case the first transition would have been impossible for λ = 0 since the state |g, 1 is not reachable from |e, 0 without a visible transition. For γ X > 0, numerics show that the hidden entropy production associated with a given visible trajectory τ X does depend on the value of λ, but that the dependence on λ is very small. We have thus mostly ignored λ, also because it does not introduce any interesting new effects. Despite generating correlations, the correlations only occur within an energy subspace and are thus not particularly interesting from a thermodynamic point of view.
V. DISCUSSION
In this article we have address the question of entropy production in autonomous quantum systems where a subset of the possible transitions is hidden and not experimentally accessible. We have shown that there is a continuous mutual measurement and feedback process taking place between the visible and hidden parts of the system that allows the hidden system to act as an autonomous Maxwell's demon. This process, which can be seen as a continuous exchange of information between the subsystems, also allows us to make inferences about the hidden system based purely on observations of the visible transitions.
In the classical setting, many articles have addressed the issue of coarse-graining [32, 60, [64] [65] [66] [67] . Here we have introduced a quantum coarse-grained hidden entropy production ∆σ Y and showed that the sum of this inferred hidden entropy and the actual observed entropy production obeys an integral fluctuation theorem. This also directly leads to a second law like inequality which can explain a negative entropy production in the visible system.
In the example presented here we still did not touch on some of the most interesting signatures of quantum thermodynamic processes such as coherences and entanglement. All the systems stayed diagonal in their energy eigenbasis during all the processes considered. However, our general results apply also to settings where this is not the case. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the demon for the same visible trajectory τ X and with the same parameters as in the bottom half of Fig. 4 , but with an additional driving term H d = 1 ⊗ (σ + + σ − ) added to the Hamiltonian which induces coherences in the demon's energy eigenbasis. We see that now the visible jumps actually lead to a discontinuous back-action in the demon that can also change coherences. Using Eq. (15) we can calculate the coarse-grained hidden entropy for this and other fully quantum cases, but a true operational understanding is still missing. This, and how the results we have presented here are related to other truly quantum mechanical thermodynamic quantities such as the quantum heat introduced in [26] , are other promising areas for future investigations.
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for matrices A and B, where in our case A = H eff , and
Note that in the following we will only consider the case λ = 0.
Let us first introduce a result relating to the commutators of the jump operators which we will employ later. As noted in the main text, the demon operators do not connect unique states if γ Y > 0. However, we can split the demon operators into two parts
where L e/g ky refers to the term in L ky that is controlled by the system's |e/g state. As an example, for
where the sum over k includes both visible and hidden transitions, where
We can further show that (if
The 
where we have used L 
Using this notation we find 
. Despite looking rather unappealing, these commutators have the nice properties of being diagonal and commuting with all the other operators of interest. Particularly 
these vanishing commutators allow us to split the exponentials at the n th order into two factors
and further collect all a n and all b n factors together such that In general, computing the coefficients in the Zassenhaus formula is a non-trivial problem that can only be solved procedurally [68, 69] . However, the a n coefficients of the 'most nested' commutators are special in that they take the simple form a n = (−1) n . Also, even though we do not know the explicit form of the b n coefficients we know that due to the diagonal form and commutative nature of the commutators in Eq. (B17) that the factor ξ := 
In the following we will refer to the exponential term as B(t) which we further simplify by introducing the shorthand notation 
Note that due to the relation of the α parameters we have A sinh A xx (t)
Combining all the results we finally arrive at sinh A xx (t)
where the d yy xx are some parameters whose explicit expressions play no role in anything that follows. Analogously it can be shown that sinh A xx (t)
